Congratulations on purchasing Fridooh!
The FRIDOOH by www.99sensors.com is the first of its kind - a sanitizer with screen, perfect for installation on
restaurant tables, counters and front desks - in other words exactly there, where most contact and contamination is
happening. Therefore, it helps restoring trust with your customers and protecting your employees (less sick days) not only from Covid-19 but also other illnesses like the flu, e-coli and many more.
Its Android advertisement screen gives you additional revenue and upselling possibilities right at the POS with the
best audience targeting and attention rates possible.
With professional technology and aluminum housing, it is robust and durable and yet so sexy that it is an eye-catcher
for the screen contents.
The scope of delivery includes easy-to-use screen software, but any Android application can be installed! A 14h
battery is optional.
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Packaging list
Your package should include the following item:
•
•
•
•
•

The Fridooh device itself
A DC adapter to power your Fridooh
A small plastic bag with keys to open the back of the Fridooh and a plastic key to open the sanitizer lid
A funnel (check the bottom of the packaging)
A fluid catcher

Setting up your Fridooh device
•
•

Let the Fridooh stand on a flat surface like a table or counter
Connect the ad adaptor to your power outlet and the Fridooh

Now the screen of the Fridooh will turn on. This may take up to 40 seconds.
•

Place the fluid catcher inside the bottom opening of the Fridooh

Bringing content to the screen
The Fridooh is delivered with an application to manage your screen content, called “Doohid.tv”. Find details about
this application at www.doohid.tv.
This application allows you to show images, videos and websites using a USB stick or dropbox. Please follow the
Doohid manual how to do this.

Filling the sanitizer
The built-in sanitizer can dispense all fluids.
For refilling, you need to open the back with the silver key. You can tilt the back to the outside in 3 steps: a little bit
to check the inside or connect your USB devices, to the lower end at about 35° to refill the sanitizer and from this
last position you can pull the back a little bit upwards to take out the whole back.
This last move is for service purpose only and not recommended for untrained people.

Setting up the fluid dispenser
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The dispenser can use fluids like alcohol but also gels if they are not too thick. Thick gel may dry out and block up the
pump. In this case remove the dispenser tank, clean the outlet and use some water to clean the hardened gel.
The dispenser has a small switch at the bottom which you can reach from the front, where you stick your hand in.
It’s right of the outlet. If you set this switch to the left, then you turn the gel dispenser off, the middle section will
release a small amount of fluid and the right setting a large amount of fluid. We recommend the middle one.
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